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CFI’s update
I think it's safe to say the past few months have been rather unusual.
Our lives as we knew them have changed and we're all getting used
to the 'new normal'.
For some of us COVID has been nothing more than an
inconvenience, but for others it's had a significant impact and our
thoughts are with our fellow members whose friends and families
have not been so lucky.
Over the past few months it's been the club’s priority to make sure we
have been there for you, the members, both to give support, but also
to continue with the activities you enjoy. Clearly for some time we were unable to fly and
during that period we ran numerous lectures and other online activities through the week.
Such activities included a comprehensive return to flying / Bronze lecture series, lectures on
competition flying, online cross-country tasks and soaring tuition via Condor, a 'a meet the
members' session, members meetings and the Saturday morning weather brief and task
setting competition. For those who were self-isolating there was even a team of members on
hand ready and willing to go and collect shopping etc.
With staff on furlough and the office closed, communication has clearly been a challenge but
we have managed to send email updates. The main medium of communication has been
through the club WhatsApp group which now has in excess of 110 members and it's through
that group that all activities have been advertised.
Mid-May finally saw us given the green light to return to flying, but for solo pilots only. Clearly
the inability to conduct refresher flying and check flights presented us with a challenge but
the far bigger challenge was finding somewhere to fly. Because of numerous operational
changes our home base at Wycombe Air Park had to remain shut. Thankfully for us, Chiltern
Park aerodrome was open and available and therefore we moved the operation there.
Chiltern Park has been the most fantastic place to fly and I think those who were able to fly
there had a wonderful time. Of course it could not have happened without the airfield
operator, Dennis Pearson, who has been a huge support to us and has facilitated our
activities for near on four months now! On Saturday 4th September we are having a small
celebration at Chiltern Park to thank Dennis for accommodating us and I sincerely hope to
see as many of you there as possible.
At the beginning of July we finally got permission to fly 2-seater gliders again. The club took
the active decision not to return to trial lesson and new course flying but to focus on existing
club and course members. We also extended existing courses until 31st October to make
sure everyone could have the flying they so rightly deserved.
It's been wonderful to see so many of you back at the club and to get everyone flying again.
We are now making a full return to operations and have welcomed our first 5-day course.
Hopefully the first of many for what is left of the season.
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If you're not on the WhatsApp group, please do contact me and I'll sign you up. There's
loads of information which comes through it, plus the links to the virtual briefings we now run
every single day.
Despite all the challenges, we've been rather busy over the last few months and I for one am
extremely pleased to see so many of you back at the airfield.
It's great to be back!
Richard Crockett


On-line booking – coming soon
We will shortly be able to accept on line bookings for club member training and a limited
number of trial lessons and courses at Booker. We will run a trial during September to iron
out the process and documentation, but bookings made during the trial will be valid. Booking
is on a first come first served basis and club members will be limited to having two future
bookings at any time. Booked training will be given priority, but club members needing
training and those on courses already in progress will still be able to arrange same-day flying
at the daily briefing, which booked members should also attend if possible. We will send the
password for club member and course bookings via the WhatsApp group when the system is
up and running. Processes will be revised over the winter months so that we can understand
the best way to use on-line booking during next season.


Who’s flying what and where
We have now resumed a full flying operation at Wycombe, although a handful of gliders remain
at Chiltern Park.
Medical requirements
Members must be in good health and should strictly follow the UK Government guidance on
identifying the symptoms of COVID-19. Any member with virus symptoms must stay at home
and follow medical guidance.
Wycombe Air Park
All training is at WAP, 7 days a week. There are slots for launches but there is no need to
book, just turn up and put your name on the list at the launchpoint. Single seaters are also
welcome, both private and club.
Evening groups now operate on every weekday – all from 1700hrs. There is no slot system,
you can take off when you like and fly until dark.
There is no longer full Air Traffic Control at WAP and an Air-Ground system is currently being
tested. Please be patient while this beds in. All flying operations will be on 126.555 and
gliders must make ‘downwind’ and ‘finals’ calls to Wycombe Radio. If you are unsure about
the new procedures, please ask the Duty Instructor for a briefing before flying.
Chiltern Park
A handful of gliders remain at Chiltern Park. If you wish to fly there, please attend the daily
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briefing at 0830 (notified on the club Whatsapp group) and let us know.
Booked flying and Office
The office remains closed and no pre-booked flying is available, we hope to launch an online
booking system soon. At the moment, the flying diary is arranged at the daily 0830 briefing.
WhatsApp groups
Most communications to club members, including Zoom session details, are currently
delivered through the Booker Gliding Club group. Any member is welcome to join the group,
just ask the CFI (contact details below).
There is now also a Booker Banter group for general chitchat. If you would like to join this
group, ask Jeremy Gilbey jeremy@gilbey.eu
Further Information
Ask the CFI at cfi@bookergliding.co.uk, or 07970 465918.
If you have any comments or questions about the club’s current situation, you can contact
Chairman Symeon Economou chairman@bookergliding.co.uk
Information on COVID-19 symptoms, distancing guidelines and PPE can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus


Evening flying
While the light lasts there are evening groups
on every weekday, from around 1700 until it
gets dark. There is no slot system, you can
take off when you like and enjoy the view as
the sun gets lower. It’s a great time to go solo,
practice circuits or aerobatics, or convert to a
single seater – or just do a bit of mutual flying
and have a chat. It would help if you said you
were coming at the daily briefing or on
Whatsapp, but feel free just to turn up.


Links to useful information
The Club Documents page on the Member section of our website contains much useful
information. Recent additions are links to:
 Safety Occurrence Report (SOR)
 Pilot’s Outbrief


Guidance on Daily Inspections.

Here’s the link: http://www.bookergliding.co.uk/clubdocuments.html
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Members’ achievements
Brian and Ossian O’Sullivan – re-solo
Father and son team Brian and Ossian took
advantage of a sunny Tuesday evening to blow away
those lockdown cobwebs and get back to solo flying.
They are spending a week at the airfield soon so we
look forward to reporting further achievements.
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The Chairman’s view
With the successful return to flying at Booker – albeit temporarily with
slots – it would be easy to assume that the horrendous Covid threat
is over. However, the effect on so many aspects of life as we knew it
will be felt for a long time to come and, more soberingly, it is by no
means certain that the virus is going away any time soon. At Booker
the impact has been felt most acutely by our staff, and the
Committee never forgets this. The other effect is on our financial
health which, though by no means terminal, will require some careful
intervention. It would be wrong and premature to outline the options
here – the aim is to have a plan by the Zoom AGM on 2nd October.
One factor which must change is the input made by individual members. As a member of
over 30 years I include myself when I say that most of us have become used to everything
being done for us. So apart from the few who quietly do so much, there is a natural tendency
for us to take it for granted that everything just happens to get done. This includes simple
things like emptying the bins in the clubhouse, assisting with the admin, general cleaning
and tidying, cutting the grass in the trailer park, looking after the buggies and club trailers,
and lots more. I am convinced that any plan for our club must include member engagement
across the board. Over the next few weeks we will try to put a bit more form on this – I
implore members to please respond and use your particular strengths and skills wherever
possible.
Flying-wise Richard has worked tirelessly to ensure a successful and vibrant return to
Booker. While it is likely that some changes will occur in the way we operate, Richard will be
on hand to ensure the momentum and member involvement which evolved through the daily
briefings and lectures continues throughout the winter so that come the – hopefully - Covidfree spring we emerge as a thriving forward-looking club.
In the meantime there’s lots of fun to be had at Aboyne – more on this below.
Symeon Economou


Easter in September – the Aerobatics competition
In keeping with tradition, the 17th International Easter Egg Cup Aerobatics Competition was
not at Easter, this year it will be held in September, on the 26th, or maybe 27th if it
rains. There will probably be 3 classes: Standard, Tricky and Joker (only for the
unwary), and there will definitely be a splendid trophy and other prizes. Judging
on the day will be British Aerobatics Association judge Charles Baker. Entry is £5,
you can have as many goes as you like, and there will be a safety pilot if you
would like one. You don’t even need to practise beforehand, but it helps.
Graham Saw is your man if you would like some tuition, or more information about this
prestigious event. And if you don’t fancy trying your hand at the twirling around, come along
as a spectator. Fun guaranteed.
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Whispering Wardrobes – vintage glider rally

On 12th / 13th September, Booker will once again be showcasing a selection of colourful
vintage gliders, both in the air and on the ground, a snapshot of the history of our sport. All
welcome, come along and join in the fun.


Aboyne 2020
Soaring doesn’t stop in September – come to Scotland
and discover the wonders of wave.
The expedition is open to all levels from pre-solo to
hotshot and is an excellent way of building skills and
experience, and maybe getting badges, as well as
getting to know other club members. We will have club
two seaters and single seaters available.
Aboyne airfield, home to Deeside Gliding Club, has two
hard and two grass runways, with plenty of launch failure
and land out options nearby, and the Cairngorms as a
playground for exploring wave. It’s not just about getting
badges, it’s also about learning a different kind of flying,
and enjoying the amazing scenery too.

Full briefings on all aspects will be given in due course.
The dates are 10th to 25th October. If you would like to
come, email Richard on cfi@bookergliding.co.uk saying
which week(s) and whether you need a club glider.
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Virtual Aboyne – Condor racing
There are plans for a Condor 2 race at Aboyne at the end of September (Aboyne to
Easterton via Feshie) with wave and thermal, with perhaps an Aboyne tour beforehand. The
race should take less than an hour and if there is any interest we will investigate
broadcasting the flight for those who might be considering having a go at Condor this winter.


Wave entry from a rotor thermal climb
A memorable manoeuvre to try at Aboyne
On many, but not all, wave flying days at Aboyne, there will usually be gaps in the cloud
caused by the wave allowing the sun to reach the ground and trigger thermals. This creates
an interesting situation where the changing balance between wave and thermal activity leads
either to the thermals disrupting the wave or the wave disrupting the thermals. It is not
uncommon for the balance between the two to give good thermal activity below cloudbase
and good wave in and above the cloud. The problem is that it is far from easy to transition
from the lower thermal soaring up into the wave. Of course on a good wave day at Aboyne
we try to tow straight into the wave at one of the local hotspots such as The Lochs, Dinnet
and Logie Coldstone. But what if, as sometimes happens, the wave system moves or breaks
down and you find yourself sinking down through a gap and into the thermal activity below.
Well, one solution might be to simply enjoy local thermal soaring, another might be to return
to Aboyne for a relight (treasurer's recommendation). However there is sometimes the
possibility of getting back up into the wave when it sets up again with a 'wave entry from a
rotor thermal climb'. It's one of the most exciting and satisfying things you can do in wave
flying. I must admit I have only pulled it off on a handful of occasions in 30 years of gliding.
By the way, I have drawn the rotor diagrammatically as though it was an organised rotation.
In reality it is more like a rising thermal bubble with turbulent lift and sink fighting it out inside.
Here's how such a re-entry works. Look out
above you for a wave edge on the upwind
side of a wave cloud. The edge is often
quite straight and has a slightly turned down
serrated look to it. Tendrils of cloud may be
poking out into the gap and the ends of
these tendrils may be swept upwards. Find
a climb that will bring you up towards
cloudbase as near as possible to the gap.
With luck your thermal may be feeding the
rotor. These rotor thermals are usually
rough and broken, so be ready for quite a
ride. Don't expect to be able to centre as in
a smooth flatland thermal. To climb you
need to hang in with the broken bits and
snatch what lift you can. By this means you
may be able to climb up until you are among
the wisps near cloudbase. While climbing
make sure that you remain aware of the
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direction of the wave edge you identified when you started. Now, at cloudbase, increase
your speed while still turning so that you are flying at 60-70 knots in a tight bank. Next you
straighten up, unleash that energy and head hell for leather through the turbulence towards
that elusive wave edge. Two things may happen. One, you fly through the turbulence, miss
the wave, and sink down to re-enter the rotor thermal and try again. Or two, magically, the
rough and tumble of the rotor gives way to the smooth air of rising wave, you ease off the
speed and as the orientation of the wave bar becomes apparent you work your way to the
best lift and up you go - you're back in the game!
William Parker


Farewell to two old friends
We are saddened to announce the recent deaths of two former members, Mike Fountain and
Arne Joergensen.

Mike Fountain
Mike, who had a haulage company and garage in Aylesbury, was a member for many years
and owned an LS4, 275. He was also well-known for his love of dogs, he was never without
one. On one occasion there was an incident on the airfield when a pilot managed to crash on
the ground run by mistaking the rudder adjust cable for the cable release. He climbed from
the resulting heap of fibre glass uninjured but unfortunately stepped back onto Mike’s dog
which promptly bit him. Even in his later years and increasingly frail, Mike liked to visit the
airfield to meet old friends and have a flight in a two-seater.

Arne Joergensen
Arne was a colleague of Nils Wedi at ECMWF where he worked on graphics applications to
display weather. His claim to fame is setting off on his Silver distance and landing at Brize
Norton having mistaken it for Enstone. He managed to talk his way out of it and was even
allowed an aerotow home. He owned a DG303 and a Porsche – with no towbar – and was
never without a cigar. He left Booker in 2013 to return to his native Denmark where he
continued gliding.
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Dates for your diary (subject to change)
2020
4th September:

Chiltern Park celebration and thank you party

12th / 13th September:

Whispering Wardrobes vintage glider weekend

26th September:

Easter Egg Cup Aerobatics comp

2nd / 3rd October:

Elite London – new date

3rd October:

Annual General Meeting 1800hrs

10th – 25th October:

Aboyne expedition

21st November:

Awards Evening

19th December:

Members’ Christmas party

2021
13th – 28th March:

Spring expedition to Lleweni Parc

5th – 20th June:

Summer expedition to Montricher, Switzerland

10th -18th July:

Booker Regionals

9th – 24th October:

Aboyne expedition



Club Communications
We use a Yahoo email group, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. We also use WhatsApp. Details are below.
The Yahoo groups have been superseded by Whatsapp groups. The current ones in use are:
Booker Gliding Club – general club information and notifications including details of online daily briefings
Booker Instructors – information and swap requests for instructors
Booker Expeditions –set up in the run up to each expedition.
If you wish to be included in any of these groups, contact the CFI.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user ID and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.
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For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub

*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com
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